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Silver Investing 101 is all about giving you the know-how to properly invest in silver and do so in a

variety of ways to best meet your goals and needs. It starts off with a look at history and why silver

is poised for an unprecedented increase.Then we discuss the many different ways to invest in

silver. All the do's and don'ts. How to get the best prices available and much more. While this book

is aimed at beginner's there are some advanced tips you won't find in the majority of books out

there. The truth is if you've never invested in silver before YOU NEED THIS BOOK! We'll show you

the easiest, fastest and cheapest ways to get started so you're setup to gain with the coming silver

price increases. But now is the time to act.A short glance at the Table of Contents will show you

what this book is all about.PART 1 Ã¢â‚¬â€œ History and the Many Uses of SilverHistory of

SilverFun Facts About SilverSilver as MoneySilver's Many UsesSilver in IndustrySilver in

ElectronicsSilver in ComputersSilver in TextilesSilver in PhotographySilver in Mirrors and

OpticsSilver in Alternative EnergySilver in MedicineSilver in JewelrySupply and DemandPART 2

Ã¢â‚¬â€œ Investment Strategies and TacticsBuy and Hold (Long Term)The Richest Man in

BabylonDifferent Ways to Invest in SilverWhat is Bullion?Silver GoodsWhat to Look ForWhat to

AvoidJunk SilverCollector's CoinsSmall DenominationsKnow What You're BuyingThe Three Rules

of Silver Bullion InvestingMarkupsResources to Buy SilverOnline ShopsEbayCoin ShopsFlea

MarketPrivate OwnersWhere to Store it?Hands Off BullionLiquid But Not Too LiquidETF'sList of

ETF'sShort Term, Advanced Leverage & Short OpportunitiesSilver Mining StocksList of Silver

Mining StocksWhere is Silver Going?Silver Investing in 123Also includes a Bonus Report: The New

Junk Silver?
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Having quite a bit of experience investing in and flipping silver, I'm always looking for ways to

improve my game. Many books that I purchase contain information I have already learned through

years of trading. Some will give me one tip I've overlooked in the entire text, which make them worth

buying. And then there are works like this... where not only is the information limited, but some of it

is so outright bad that you'd be better off throwing your money at someone that says they have

silver.Before I give details, I'd like to explain that the book does contain some good information. The

majority of the text is based upon the history and uses of silver, and the major forms of silver trade

are represented here. That's pretty much it for the good.But the rest of this complex hobby is either

neglected or communicated inaccurately. Just for starters, the author refuses to explain what a troy

ounce is. He states, "(Don't worry about the troy ounce, being bigger then a normal ounce, this is

just how it is.)" Yes, the author actually says this, inappropriate grammar and all. Does the author

know that a troy ounce is 31.1 grams instead of the standard 28? Does the author know why

precious metals are measured in ounces troy? If you read this book, you are likely to get robbed

when you bid on an ebay auction (as the author suggests as a source for silver) based on the seller

selling a dish that weighs 20 ounces on a postal scale... which is actually only 18 ounces

troy.Further underscoring the author's ignorance about silver is that he refers to collectible coins as

bullion, and then proceeds to delve into the grades of coins. Numismatic value has absolutely

nothing to do with trading silver. This notion is akin to an aluminum commodity investor purchasing

a 1967 Shelby Cobra for the metal it contains. These are two different exclusive worlds which the

author tends to gloss over.Another red flag to the lack of trading experience the author has is in his

advocating that silver be purchased in one troy ounce pieces, the argument being that it's easier to

trade. What the author does not seem to understand is that small pieces cost higher premiums.

While 100ozt bars can be bought for pennies over spot, the author seems to think that paying $3-$4

over spot for each and every ounce is a better investment... but wait, the author DOES say that

premiums are lower on bigger pieces, but tells you to buy smaller ones anyway! As a silver trader,



this unequivocally proves to me that the author is copying information from other sites such as

google, including random testimonials, and then presenting them here for us to read as if they are of

his experiences, and that simply cannot be true.Other falsehoods touted in this work,"Junk silver

tends to have the lowest premium as long as you know what you're doing."The author uses the

terms, "coin" and "round" interchangeably.The author says to avoid sterling as an investment.There

is no mention of silver alloys or other grades of silver.The author advocates silver ETF funds as an

investment option.All of these and more are wrong, wrong, WRONG and anyone that has spent

even a tiny bit of time trading silver knows better. The author here lacks experience in this

commodity and it shows - with resounding conviction!Ignoring sterling... no mention of acid tests,

attesting that junk silver has the lowest premiums, this author is the perfect middleman for the fool

and his money soon to be parted. Do yourself a favor and endeavor to do a bit of personal online

research and forget about this book, which may end up costing you far more than $2.99 in the end.

If you are new to silver, do yourself a favor and get, "Crash Course Silver" by Danny Michael

instead.

THIS BOOK IS THE WORST WRITTEN AND EDITED PUBLISHED BOOK I'VE EVER SEEN. The

content is OK, although very elementary (sub-101 actually). The problem is it is written by someone

for whom English is a second language and it has clearly not been edited at all. The verb tenses are

usually incorrect, noun plurality incorrect, etc. etc. The result is that you have to read most

sentences twice to understand what the author is attempting to convey. Twenty percent of the book

is an ancient parable copied from somewhere else (bizarre). You can do better elsewhere.

Not sure who is writing these reviews but this is an elementary school book with an anonymous

author. Please save your money. Don't buy it because it's a cheap little book. As we all know we

have to give it at least one star to leave a review. It doesn't deserve one star

A good beginner's book. However, it could have done with a good proofreader. Spelling,

grammatical errors, missing words. There was one part of the book where the same page was

repeated several times. For me, this seriously detracted from the book's credibility. Sometimes it

reminded me of those really bad assembly instructions that you get with foreign made toys. In fact, it

made me proofread this, so I wouldn't leave the same impression on you as Silver Investing 101 left

on me.



As someone starting at less than zero on the subject of silver investing, I found this book to be a

very useful, quick introduction to the topic. For me, it is a starting point for doing further study rather

than a complete manual. I would recommend the book for anyone with zero knowledge of the

subject but not for someone with a reasonable level of the basics.

This is a good beginners guide. I would recommend it for folks like myself who knew virtually

nothing about silver investing going in. It has a few resources and promotes some of his other info

products. I found it useful enough to go looking for more advanced material and information. Very

much a 101 beginners guide.

Very informative and well written thank you :)

I repeat, it's worth the price -- just exactly. You could probably find the info contained within through

a long Google session or maybe not. But this little book made it quick and easy.
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